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Featuring Helen Donaldson from the Gilbert & Sullivan classic The Pirates of Penzance.

Frederic has never seen any woman other than Ruth, and he believes her to be beautiful. The pirates know
better and suggest that Frederic take Ruth with him when he returns to civilisation. He also points out that they
are not successful pirates: Frederic invites the pirates to give up piracy and go with him, so that he need not
destroy them, but the Pirate King says that, compared with respectability, piracy is comparatively honest "Oh!
The pirates depart, leaving Frederic and Ruth. Frederic sees a group of beautiful young girls approaching the
pirate lair, and realises that Ruth misled him about her appearance "Oh false one! You have deceived me!
Sending Ruth away, Frederic hides before the girls arrive. George Power , the original Frederic in London The
girls burst exuberantly upon the secluded spot "Climbing over rocky mountain". Frederic reveals himself
"Stop, ladies, pray! He appeals to them to help him reform "Oh! The girls are fascinated by him, but all reject
him, except one: The other girls discuss whether to eavesdrop or to leave the new couple alone "What ought
we to do? He appeals to the pirates not to take his daughters, leaving him to face his old age alone. Having
heard of the famous Pirates of Penzance, he pretends that he is an orphan to elicit their sympathy "Oh, men of
dark and dismal fate". The soft-hearted pirates release the girls "Hail, Poetry! The Sergeant of Police and his
corps arrive to announce their readiness to arrest the pirates "When the foeman bares his steel". The girls
loudly express their admiration of the police for facing likely slaughter at the hands of fierce and merciless
foes. The police are unnerved by this but finally leave. Frederic is convinced by this logic and agrees to rejoin
the pirates. Frederic meets Mabel "All is prepared" , and she pleads with him to stay "Stay Frederic, stay" , but
he feels bound by his duty to the pirates until his 21st birthday â€” in They agree to be faithful to each other
until then, though to Mabel "It seems so long" "Oh here is love and here is truth" ; Frederic departs. Just then,
Major-General Stanley appears, sleepless with guilt, and the pirates also hide "Hush, hush! The girls come
looking for him "Now what is this and what is that". The pirates leap to the attack, and the police rush to the
defence; but the police are easily defeated, and the Pirate King urges the captured Major-General to prepare
for death. The Sergeant has one stratagem left: Ruth appears and reveals that the pirates are "all noblemen who
have gone wrong". The Major-General is impressed by this and all is forgiven. Frederic and Mabel are
reunited, and the Major-General is happy to marry his daughters to the noble pirates after all. Musical
numbers[ edit ] Overture includes "With cat-like tread", "Ah, leave me not to pine", "Pray observe the
magnanimity", "When you had left our pirate fold", "Climbing over rocky mountain", and "How beautifully
blue the sky" Act I Drawing of Richard Temple as the Pirate King 1. The Herald took the view that "the new
work is in every respect superior to the Pinafore, the text more humorous, the music more elegant and more
elaborate. It demands a closer attention to the words [but] there are great stores of wit and drollery The music
is fresh, bright, elegant and merry, and much of it belongs to a higher order of art than the most popular of the
tunes of Pinafore. Suffice it for the present to say that in the new style which he has marked out for himself it
is the best he has written. That no composer can meet the requirements of Mr. Sullivan, and vice versa, is a
fact universally admitted. One might fancy that verse and music were of simultaneous growth, so closely and
firmly are they interwoven. Away from this consideration, the score of The Pirates of Penzance is one upon
which Mr. Sullivan must have bestowed earnest consideration, for independently of its constant flow of
melody, it is written throughout for voices and instruments with infinite care, and the issue is a cabinet
miniature of exquisitely defined proportions. Pinafore, cannot be denied; it contains more variety, marked
character, careful workmanship, and is in fact a more finished artistic achievement â€¦ a brilliant success. The
Manchester Guardian thought both author and composer had drawn on the works of their predecessors: It
follows the pattern of most Savoy opera overtures: Writing about patter songs , Shaw, in his capacity as a
music critic, praised "the time-honored lilt which Sir Arthur Sullivan, following the example of Mozart and
Rossini , chose for the lists of accomplishments of the Major-General in The Pirates or the Colonel in
Patience. Jacobs writes that "the whole number [shifts] with Schubertian ease from B to G and back again. The
Sullivan scholar Gervase Hughes wrote, "Mabel Gilbert and Sullivan trimmed the work for the London
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premiere, and Gilbert made further alterations up to and including the Savoy revival. For example, early
versions depicted the Pirate King as the servant of the pirate band, [70] and the words of the opening chorus
were, "Pour, O King, the pirate sherry".
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Lyrics to 'Poor Wandering One' by Linda Ronstadt. For shame / For shame / For shame / Poor wandering one / Though
thou hast surely strayed / Take heart of.

Chapter 3 : The Pirates of Penzance - Wikipedia
The Pirates of Penzance; or, The Slave of Duty is a comic opera in two acts, with music by Arthur Sullivan and libretto
by W. S. www.nxgvision.com opera's official premiere was at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in New York City on 31
December , where the show was well received by both audiences and critics.
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Our new desktop experience was built to be your music destination. Listen to official albums & more.

Chapter 5 : Poor Wandering One Lyrics
Print and download Poor Wandering One sheet music from The Pirates of Penzance. Sheet music arranged for
Piano/Vocal/Chords, and Singer Pro in F Major (transposable).
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Poor Wandering One Lyrics from Pirates of Penzance, The musical. Song lyrics for Broadway show. Soundtrack listing.

Chapter 7 : Poor Wandering One Lyrics - Pirates of Penzance, The musical
Original lyrics of Poor Wandering One song by Linda Ronstadt. Explain your version of song meaning, find more of
Linda Ronstadt lyrics. Watch official video, print or download text in PDF.
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Poor wand'ring one! / Though thou hast surely strayed / Take heart of grace / Thy steps retrace / Poor wand'ring one! /
Poor wand'ring one! / If such poor love as mine / Can help.
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